
1 Match the pictures and the words.

1 bridge   2 creek   3 volcano   4 cave   5 ocean
6 cliff   7 island   8 waterfall   9 desert

10 jungle   11 dam   12 mountain
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2 Complete the sentences with the words from the box.

1 I can’t see anything. It’s very dark in this ____________.

2 The _________________ over the river is very old. Be 

careful.

3 My best friend lives in a big _______________ in the 

USA.

4 There are lots of desert ________________ in the 

Pacific Ocean.

5 Look at those cows over there on the _______________!

bridge   meadow   city   tunnel  islands

3 Put the pieces together.

id br ge
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4 What are these things?

1 A very high hill: 
________________________
2 A big piece of land with a lot of trees: 
________________________
3 A big area of water with land all around it: 
________________________
4 The part of the land that is next to the sea: 
________________________
5 A large area of land that is usually covered with sand. It is very dry 
and not many plants can grow here: 
________________________
6 A long hole under the ground or sea for a road or railway:
________________________

coast   forest    desert    tunnel 
mountain   lake  

5 Find the landscapes  in the 
circle.
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2 Complete the sentences with the words from the box.

1 I can’t see anything. It’s very dark in this tunnel.

2 The bridge over the river is very old. Be careful.

3 My best friend lives in a big city in the USA.

4 There are lots of desert islands in the Pacific Ocean.

5 Look at those cows over there on the meadow!

bridge   meadow   city   tunnel  islands

3 Put the pieces together.

1 bridge

2 mountain

3 waterfall

4 farmland

5 canyon

6 volcano

4 What are these things?

1 A very high hill: mountain
2 A big piece of land with a lot of trees: forest
3 A big area of water with land all around it: lake
4 The part of the land that is next to the sea: coast
5 A large area of land that is usually covered with sand. It is very dry 
and not many plants can grow here: desert
6 A long hole under the ground or sea for a road or railway: tunnel

city, dam, cave, valley, desert, 
beach, cliff, forest, sea, island, 
ocean, mountain, hill, coast, 
canal, tunnel, canyon, oasis, 
meadow, farmland


